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I received the following this morning from Mitrophan Chin (stmitrophan@yahoo.com):

Can you add direct link to the IDS entry for each hanzi at http://www.chise.org/ids-find from Unihan database?

For example at http://www.unicode.org/cgi-bin/GetUnihanData.pl?codepoint=6046 include a link to http://www.chise.org/est/view/char/%E6%81%86

It'll be nice if the IDS itself can be captured in the Unihan database in a new field so users can search Unihan database by IDS as well and not just by direct code point, maybe at least capture the IDS that is used by IRG since for any particular hanzi it can have multiple IDS possibilities.

(We do have an IDS field in the Unihan database, which has never been systematically filled and not included in any public release.)